
Paul & Neelam's Shamanic Vision 12 Month Shamanic Mentoring Program

The Shamanic Path is like no other. It is your Path, your journey. As you walk, you find others who share this 
road. So you gather as one, speaking the same language of Spirit. You share, travel together, help each other. This 
is the path of Beauty. It is the path of Wonderment and of unlimited possibilities. This is the Road of Spirit.

We call it Shamanism. Join us for the road less traveled.

If you have “The Call of Spirit” and are ready to venture further on the Path and are ready to go far deeper into 
Shamanic work, we now offer a dedicated, 12 month non-residential mentoring program. This program augments 
our Foundations of Shamanic Practices Course with 12 consecutive months of one day Gatherings (both online 
and in person once a quarter), ongoing group study and assignments (we call them mileposts), and shared 
knowledge. 

This program contains numerous Shamanic Tests and initiations and it will certainly challenge you. You will be a 
very different person at the end of these 12 months.

Based on the power of the Medicine Wheel and teachings of the Ancestors, 
this program is extremely deep and takes you much further onto your 
personal path in your Shamanic Practice.

The program is like a Circle and the Wheel of Knowledge: it is perpetual 
and constantly evolving!

What follows are guideposts for what awaits us...and remember, the journey 
between the guideposts is open to what ever and wherever Spirit may 
present us! We're open to the Divine!

_______ The Path Awaits _______
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Month 1: The East—The Direction of All that is New

A New Day has begun and a New Path awaits! Here we begin 
where we left off, digging deeper into the Fundamentals and 
exploring and deepening our relationships with our beloved 
Spirit helpers. We also look at how to apply their assistance in 
Ordinary Reality.

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Focus on Fundamentals
 Further building of your relationship with Spirit
 Developing your relationship with the Powers of the 

East; Working with The Wind
 Building our Tribal Relations
 Where are we headed?
 Creating internal and external awareness, Trusting 

yourself
 Impecability of intention
 The Intellect in Shamanism—Your mind as an Ally
 Birth Rites

Month 2: The South—The Direction of Power and Passion

Fire speaks to us and this month we focus on Fire and all that it brings. 
Fire drives us forward and illuminates the path ahead with the Power of 
the Sun. This is a Month of Light and Ceremony!

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Gateway to the Sacred: Why ritual is important to the dedicated 

Practitioner
 Creating Ceremonies and Rituals
 Harnessing the Power of the South
 Creating Ceremonies and Rituals that focus on Fire
 Gathering and Using your Sacred Power
 Working with Fire
 Creating and Managing a Vortex
 Making your own Talismans & Power Objects
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Month 3: The West—The Direction of Healing Waters

Water carries with it Healing and represents the Emotions. We dive into 
the still lakes of our souls and navigate the rapids. We will also explore 
ways of healing and focus on ways that water heals. 

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Working with Water
 Shamanic Sounds & Healing
 Energy liberation and movement
 Soul Purpose
 Shadow Power Animals
 Shamanic Inner Child Work
 Grief Ceremony
 Healing through Story

What our students have to say about our One Year Mentorship Program

One of the mystical and intriguing thing about being in a Shamanic Circle is the Medicine Wheel . The stone 
circle reminds you of something you have forgotten yet it's familiar. I was drawn to the Medicine Wheel like a 
moth to the light.

The Red Road holds the mysteries of the universe . Each cardinal direction leads you to a deeper, more Spirit 
filled life . By default, you will be empowered while you  learn the inner workings of the Medicine Wheel. It 
shapes and sculpts your mind and soul . When I say sculpts, this path is not for the fainthearted; you will be 
pushed to your true potential. You will also find a family that holds space for you .

Learning to respect and honor time ...and working without gaps..,seeing my teachers commitment makes one want
to be as committed. 

The One Year Mentorship is a commitment at all levels. 

The most beautiful thing about the program is the love you find for yourself and in turn, for everything else.

I personally practice many healing modalities but today I am equipped to integrate my practice and truly give a 
holistic approach for my clients.

Am forever grateful for this opportunity to be part of the One Year Tribe . Aho!

Anu—Tribe of 2018
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From Manisha Pathak: 2016-2017 Tribe 

Shamanism always attracted me. The name...the animals...there was a knowing within and I was looking for 
it....and then I started walking the Red Road from the first course with Neelam and Paul. Instantly, I was there, on 
the path of absolute awareness and oneness

Somewhere within me, I could immediately relate to it. I also realized, I always lived like that, but Neelam  and 
Paul—as Mentors and Teachers—they guided, helped and led me closer to the path. For me, Shamanism is like 
breathing...we all are Shamanic people...but we forget or get lost in other things which take us away from our own
self.

This program brought me face to face with my abilities and capabilities. The learnings are so effortless and so 
profound..these teachings have brought amazing resolutions and gifts...I just can't thank the Universe enough for 
it...and my deepest gratitude to Neelam and Paul...for if we can not commit for our own well being and growth, 
then we can not commit to life.

I got amazing gifts, clarity to the minutest level and I am now so much empowered...power is clarity!

Words can not describe what this program gave..as an experience..as healing..as spiritual gifts and tools..for me 
one line says it: "I have experienced closeness to the Universe..God and Myself..I can acknowledge the glory of 
the self..glory of the Universe and GLORY OF THE ALMIGHTY!"

And all the tribe members...the amazing..most wonderful people who are soul family..so much I have learned from
them and there is so much I still want to learn with them...this tribe will stay for long because we will keep 
learning..growing and loving each other.

And my deepest LOVE and gratitude to NEELAM and PAUL...thank you so much for all the love...all the 
fun...the puns and lots of learnings...thanks for being what you are...thanks for being there ...it matters a LOT.

ALL THE BEST TO all who are joining. Don't hold back...just let go! If the calling has come for the One Year 
tribe...just go for it....a NEW LIFE...A NEW YOU is waiting!

<><><>

Month 4: The North—The Direction of our Ancestors

We open ourselves to our Ancestors and we look deeply at our 
Shamanic Lineage. We connect with and honor those who have come 
before us and to learn who is there to help us. Rock and Tree people 
become a part of us in Initiation.

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Discovering your Shamanic Ancestors
 Working with the Energy of the North and Nature Spirits
 Living between the Worlds
 Sitting in the stone circle
 Death Rites and The Land of the Dead
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Month 5: Grandfather Sky—The Direction of our Guides and their Wisdom

Grandfather sky and the heavenly hosts welcome us this Month. We 
learn to work with the Star People and do extensive work and undertake 
profound journeys in the Upper World.

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Connecting to Grandfather Sky
 Connecting to Grandmother Moon
 Star Nations
 Wisdom Center
 Mapping the Upper World
 Learning center
 Aksakic records

Testimonials
Oh man, this was such an intensive experience! What a journey this past weekend. Paul and Neelam thank you from the
bottom of my heart. Your loving guidance, encouragement and openess made me feel safe and open to everything. I 
learned so much about myself, and am continuing to gain insights and understanding. This was a priceless three days. 
Paul and Neelam, bless you for your knowledge, your love and light, and your sacred space that you shared with us. I 
am indeed on my correct path and I will always carry this experience with me forever. Thank you so much.
Love, Barbara A

“Every time, I mean every time, I am with Paul and Neelam, I walk away with a greater awareness of myself. I feel 
stronger more empowered, more in tune with who I am. I am so grateful to be a part of this, so grateful for Paul and 
Neelum. Thank you for sharing this with the us. The Universe, Great Spirit, has truly delivered on this one!” Arriane

About your mentors, Paul & Neelam
Paul and Neelam are Shamanic Counselors, Public Speakers, Workshop Facilitators 
and Holistic Practitioners. They offer Heart-based workshops, retreats and lectures that
focus on Spiritual development, Transformation and do so with the dynamic Love (and
playfulness) of Twin Flames.

Seen as a Life Guide, Paul warmly shares his life experiences while connecting deeply
with his students. Highly creative, heart centered and compassionate, Paul is attuned to
the World around him and to those who enter into his sphere of Being. He is very 
warm and welcoming, non-judgemental and down to earth. He has a certain 
"Grandfatherly" quality and spark.

Neelam is also a Shamanic Practitioner and is a deeply intuitive Inner Child Therapist. Dedicated to sharing her 
knowledge and compassionate heart with others, Neelam blends wisdom with solid understanding, creating a 
powerful, holistic approach, specializing in the areas of Emotional and Intuitive change.

Read about us in Life Positive, March 2015:
http://lifepositive.com/healing-hole-soul/
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Month 6: The Earth Mother—The Direction of our Sacred Mother

The Earth Mother is so important in our work...she holds the key to 
everything! We dig in deep into her power and blessings this month. We 
learn to work with the land, how to bless and sanctify space and how to 
see what has happened on a given piece of land in its history. We will 
also work with stones, crystals, trees, plants...explore plant 
medicines...all the gifts of nature.

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Personal connection to the Earth Mother
 Mapping out the Lower World
 Spirit of a place
 Soul retreival of the land
 Working with Earth Energy
 Healing the Earth
 Healing ourselves with the Earth
 Weather Shamanism
 Rock and Tree Peoples: Allies in Nature

Month 7: The Center—Connection to our Divinity and Beyond

We focus inward now, peering deep into the Center of our Souls.

A few of the points covered this Month include:
 Step into your Divinity
 The Path of the Holy Man
 The nature of your Path
 The Power Circle
 The Soul's Calling
 Mapping out the Middle World
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Months 8 through 11....
In the Medicine Wheels that Paul creates in our workshops, there are always four larger stones that sit behind the 
cardinal directions stones. To Paul, these stones represent different archetypes: The Hero, The Hunter, The Sage, 
The Seerer. For each of these months, we will visit one of the archetypes in the order that Paul is guided to by 
Spirit, absorbing them into our DNA.

The Hero
The Hero, the Warrior...the tests of courage are behind him and yet 
he would face them again in a heart beat if needed. He does not 
boast of what he has done...they are not accomplishments, instead 
they were actions needed to save others.

He is dedicated, focused, humble, stands tall and true to his word. 
He is looked up to, not for what he has done but for the Strength of 
his Spirit. He is devote in nature and he walks with Commitment 
and allied to Spirit on the Red Road.

The Hero walks his Talk and is a leader-teacher who lives with the 
wisdom of Life's experiences.

He walks with his feet touching the Earth while his Heart dances 
with Eagles

The Hunter
The Hunter is about patience, persistence, vision and understanding
the subtleness around him. He is committed to his goal: to feed his 
People. He hunts only for the good of his people, knowing that in 
time, he too will return to the Earth and it will feed upon him. He 
takes what is needed, never wasting, and does so with honor and 
respect. He blesses and thanks the animal for its gifts. He never 
takes for trophy. He never gives up and is respected for what he 
brings “to the table.”

The Seer
The Seer has the gift of third sight. Seeing way beyond that of ordinary man, The
Seer sees through the Heart and sees with Courage and Conviction into the 
Shadows and Beyond.

With his eyes forward, The Seer sees without restriction or man made limits to 
either time or space. His vision is all encompassing and can probe into the 
vastness of any space.

The Seer walks and dreams and he dreams while he walks.

He sees the Soul of All.

The Sage
The Sage is clothed in Wisdom. His is the Wisdom of Age. His is the Wisdom of 
Life. His is the Wisdom of Death. He is the Voice of Spirit. He speaks of the 
Unknown. He speaks of the Past and how this can be brought to the mind of 
today.

The Sage guides us with whispers that pass into the Heart. He is Awareness 
personified. He is Love and Inspiration.
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Month 12: A new spiral begins...
This is not the end of the journey...the Path is perpetual and we never stop 
learning. Here, we do not look back, instead we look all around us at the wonders
of the spiral and get glimpses of what lies ahead. Here we will step into the 
Unknown.

The Wheel  completes a revolution. How many times has it turned since we 
began? It is different for us all. Perhaps once, perhaps thousands...it is your Path, 
your Shamanism. It is you and everything that is within you, around you and 
beyond you. It is.

Timings and Locations
We will hold our 2019 One Year Mentorship program both online and from our home in Ahmedabad. A maximum 
of 10 deeply committed students is required. On the days the Tribe physically gathers, we will meet from 9 a.m. 
until 6:00 p.m. These physical meetings will most likely take place on a Saturday + Sunday when we are not on 
the road, teaching. 

On months when we are meeting online, it will happen live and will be simultaneously recorded so you can revisit
the Gathering later. These recordings will be archived only for the duration of the One Year Program. These 
sessions will be interactive and your participation is required as we are One. We will plan our schedules for this 
when we gather before the formal start of the One Year Program. The first Gathering will be a physical meeting. It
will take place in January 6, 2019 in Ahmedabad.

In addition, each month, you will have a private 1 hour session with Paul and Neelam to discuss your work, 
progress or for personal consultations. This is a very powerful and intimate hour with us.

We will also have a dedicated, private message board where we will be in constant communication. This is not a 
one time visit and then on to the next lesson. This is a 365 day, 24 hour a day program that grows and evolves 
around the energy of The Tribe! Ongoing mileposts (homework assignments) are given through out the program 
and are posted in the forum. In addition, we will also have a very interactive whatsapp group dedicated to the 
Tribe.

In order to build a sacred community, we will:
 Spend one weekend together each 3 months, starting from 9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
 We will base each month on the theme of the Medicine Wheel's progression...however, we will be open 

and Guided by Spirit and the Energy of the Tribe for the surprises that show up!
 There will be mileposts (homework) and they must be completed. There are between 6-12 mileposts a 

month.
 We will also have a private, interactive online forum for messaging and lessons.
 Once a month there will also hold a private 1 on 1 Zoom session with Paul & Neelam.
 You will have available interaction with us and each other 24/7/365!
 We will NEED your COMMITMENT!

What is your required commitment?
 You must be dedicated and willing to do the work.
 You must be willing to commit one weekend a Quarter (all day) for our physical Circle.
 You must be willing to venture on this sacred path. This means being Open and Curious and Involved.
 You must be willing and able to participate, fully, in all discussions and in practices.
 You must be ethical in your work and honor the lineage of these Teachings. 
 You must understand that we are creating a very special and powerful group of practitioners in Sacred 

Space. This must be honored as we are all One.

The content covered in our mentorship program is exhaustive and over and above the content covered in our Basic
and Advanced workshops. We only want and will only accept students who want to make Shamanism a way of 
Life. Therefore, there is an enrollment process, which includes Paul and Neelam connecting with your Guides in a
journey prior to acceptance. It is possible that not everyone will be accepted for this particular Circle. We all need 
to be in alignment with the objective of the program and your Guides will tell you if you are ready.
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A bit more...
The wisdom and perspective of Shamanism will be shared throughout the year. Our mentoring will reflect the 
ancient wisdom and guidance from Spirit which includes: allowing our ego selves to surrender, humility, respect, 
community, ritual, oneness.

We believe that shamans are called by Spirit, not made. While people can train people, it is the Guides and 
Ancestors who initiate shamans and make them authentic healers and agents of change. With an eye on best 
practices, we will cover Shamanism with a Global perspective. 

During this 12 month program you will deeply explore the wisdom of the shamanic path. You will learn classic 
healing methods with an emphasis on ethical responsibility, perform clear diagnostic work and how to effectively 
follow the guidance of Spirit. You will have opportunities to experience initiations, group rituals, spiritual 
manifestation and to work directly with your guides.

Benefits of this program include opportunities to experience life with more power, confidence and joy. 
Throughout the program you will be asked to surrender, to detach from outcomes, and to become the healing you 
want to see in the world. The Guides will take you deeply into your soul’s journey, revealing both shadow and 
light, asking you to surrender ego and embrace your inner truth and beauty. 

Prerequisite: Having attended our Foundation of Shamanic Practices: Your connection to Spirit workshop.

Energy investment
We offer this 12 month, 365 day program for only 9500 INR a month.

Payments can be made monthly (by direct debit from your account).

Or, you may pay in Full in Advance and receive a 15% discount.

NOTE: There are NO REFUNDS and if you drop out, you will need to pay the full outstanding balance.

To Enroll
Please send us an email with your personal reasons for wishing to be accepted into this program. Your letter 
should include:

 Description of yourself.
 Your background in healing and/or your spiritual path.
 Who have your shamanic teachers been? Who has inspired you on your shamanic path?
 What healing modalities have you learned and how do you use these techniques with others?
 Discuss your relationship with your Spirit Guides. How have you deepened your relationship with them?
 How do you envision using this training?
 Will you commit to all twelve circles over a period of a year?
 Full contact details including phone number and address, email address. An interview on Zoom is also 

mandatory.

Send your Enrollment request to: shamanic-vision@live.com Enrollment is open NOW and our first Gathering 
will take place in January 6, 2019.

With Love,

Paul & Neelam
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